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PRESIDENT’S
MESSAGE

Welcome to the
President’s Corner

      This past year has been one of
ups and downs and I like to be on

the up side of things. This includes our Board with some
issues over the past year. We had our normal cycling of
Board members according to the Bi-Laws and a
replacement through request. I would like to introduce
you to our new voting and non-voting members of our
Florida Artist Blacksmith Association Board of Trustees.
     The first and newest member to the Board is Leilani
Aletras of Tallahassee.  She is the new and very welcome
Treasurer for our organization. Send email to Leilani at
treasurer@blacksmithing.org  Welcome her when you see
her, she will be a true asset to the organization.
     We have a new Trustee to the Southwest Region and
he is Allen Branch of Sebring. Allen will be valued asset
to the organization with his people skills and willingness
to think outside of the box. His email address is
Branchforge@embarqmail.com and it will be listed in the
Clinker Breaker.
     We also have a new Southwest Regional Coordinator,
Austin Haley of Sarasota. Austin is a high energy person
who will generate an air of excitement and desire to be at
the Southwest meetings. Another asset to the organiza-
tion. His email address is harpblue4u@gmail.com and
will also be listed in the Clinker Breaker.
     I look forward to this year and the achievements we
can collectively make to further the art of blacksmithing
in Florida. There are a couple of initiatives that I have
been approached with concerning more and improved
methods in the training of members. As with any training,
the real struggle is in reducing the program to writing that
will be the educational guide. I also look forward to being
able to attend more meetings throughout the state and see
what we can collectively do to build the organization in
standing and size. If this month is an example of what is

to happen in the future, hang on, because what I see is the
floodgates opening up and the ride will be a real rush.

This year needs to be another year of Safety so I ask
each you to think safety in every action you take. Safety
starts and stops with you and the decisions you make or
fail to make. So, to that end, in every action you take in
your blacksmithing, think it through and make yourself
and others safe in your conduct. The goal this year is NO
INJURIES OR FIRES. The slogan this year will be
“THINK SAFE AND BE SAFE”.

Think Safe and be Safe,
                              John Boy Watson

Blacksmith Magazines, Newsletters
& BOOKS

What shall we do with them?
We are blessed with a huge volume of paper over the
years from the many blacksmith clubs and associations
we are members of or get publication material from.
And many  of us have purchased books over the years and
are now ready to "pass them on".   So I am looking for
suggestions.

As one of the "senior members" of the SW region and a
past officer, I seem to have collected / inherited boxes and
boxes of magazines, flyers, books, etc of BLACKSMITH
stuff.  We started a "library" for the SW region and it
presently resides at Wolfe
Forge, but only a few folks
come and take advantage of this
large volume of material.
Please let me know what you
think  should be done with this
material.

 Jerry Wolfe
wolfeforge@hotmail.com
941-702-1719



INDEX TO 2015
HOW-TO ARTICLES

ARTICLE                               ISSUE
      Blacksmith Challenge                       June
      Copper Patina                                    February
 Forge, Earth Lined                            May
      Gauge Sizes, Sheet Metal                 January
      Heat Treating Chart                          April
      Hot Punching                                    March
     Junkyard Steels                                 April
     Rose, one piece                                 September
     Super Quench                                    June
     Spring Fuller                                     June
     Snap Punch                                       February
     Tenons                                              January
     Texturing, Freehand Hammer          January
     Third Hand                                       April
     Treadle Hammer Modification         January
     Trivet                                                September
     Water Feature                                   October
     Wheel Works                                    October
     Vise Jaw Spacer                                December

Dr. Charlton Skeeter Prather
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Frances Whitaker Scholarship
A $700 scholarship will be available for the Traditional
Joinery Projects class  at the John C. Campbell Folk School,
April 10 - 15, 2016 taught by Clay Spencer.

This scholarship is for Intermediate and advanced students
who have a solid foundation in basics, can manage a coal fire
and forge weld. Your project may be any project not using arc
or MIG welding for joinery. Check Folk School website or
catalog for class description.

Interested blacksmiths should complete the following
application and e-mail or mail it to Clay at  73 Penniston
Private Drive, Somerville, AL 35670. Contact Clay at  256-
558-3658 or clay@otelco.net on any questions.

Name, address, e-mail and phone number

1. Describe your blacksmithing experience, how many years,
classes taken, jobs, kind of work you do, how many hours you
blacksmith in an average month.
2. Goals for your blacksmithing career, what you wish to do
as a blacksmith.
3. Make a scale drawing of a proposed project (your original
drawing not copied from another source), Should show 2 or 3
views with stock sizes and specify proposed joinery. Include a
cut list for the stock. This does not have to be the project
actually made in the class

4. Describe your participation in the blacksmithing
community: teaching, demonstrating, craft shows, writing
articles, belonging to and attending local groups, attending
conferences

5. Explain why you need a scholarship to attend a class.

6. Do you sell blacksmithing items you make? What type
items? How do you sell?

7. Include at least 3, no more than 5, photos of some of your
work.

The completed application should be e-mailed or mailed no
later than March 15, 2016.

Successful applicants will be notified by March 20, 2016. The
money will be paid directly to the Folk School. You will be
responsible for all other costs such as fuel fee, materials,
transportation, etc.

You are requested to write a 2 page article explaining some of
the blacksmithing techniques used in making your project,
(include some photos or sketches) and send it to your state
organization.

Your application will be graded compared to other applicants.
There have only been one or two applicants most years.

Clay Spencer



Calendar of Events

NE Feb. 6 Steve Estenson’s, 120 Keystone
Lane, Fruitland Park, 352-753-4873

NW Feb. 13, Juan Holbrook’s Talca
Forge, Gainesville FL

SE Feb. 20, Shaun Williams Dark
Angel Armory, 2600 Hammondville Rd.
Bay 20, Pompano Beach, 954-274-4119
NOTE: REGIONAL MTG 3/18-19

SW  Feb. 20, Boy Scout Merit Badge
Training, Masonic Park & Youth Camp
18050 US-301, Wimauma, FL 33598.
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The calendar includes events of interest to the blacksmithing community. The regions have no boundaries - everyone is welcome everywhere. Come
to more than one if you can. We hold regular meetings in each region on the following Saturdays of each month: NE-1st, NW-2nd, SE-3rd, SW-4th
except for quarterly Statewide meetings. The actual dates vary so check the schedule below. Our meetings are informal gatherings around the forge.
Prospective members are always welcome. Come for all or any part of a meeting, bring your tools or just watch. Most meetings run from 9 AM to 4 PM
and you’ll want to bring a bag lunch if not otherwise noted. If you have any questions about meetings, please contact the Regional Coordinators:

Northeast Region Bob Jacoby 904-613-2626 bobjacoby@bellsouth.net
Northwest Region John Pfund 850-528-3280 johnwpfund@aol.com
Southeast Region Shaun Williams 954-274-4119 chevaliervaliant@yahoo.com
Southwest Region  Austin Haley     941-504-5138  harpblue4u@gmail.com
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REGIONAL REPORTS
NE Region News
NE February Meeting will be held on
Saturday, February 6th, at Steve & Dina
Estenson's shop in Fruitland Park, FL.

Happy New Year!  And what better way to kick it
off than to host the first FABA meeting of the year at the
Pioneer Arts Settlement in Barberville.  The meeting
(which took place on Saturday January 8th) was well
attended.  Ben Rogers gave a talk on calculating the
necessary stock for any job by first drawing out a section
and then using the ratio of finished portion to raw stock to
estimate the total raw stock necessary for each piece.  Ben
also shared a tip regarding marking your material with a
center punch: if you make your center punch mark in the
middle of your stock it will virtually disappear when it is
heated.  Alternately, make your marks near the edge and
you'll still be able to see them when the material is red
hot.  Afterwards, Ben helped two new members with
some basic forging skills.  The buck-in-the-buck was a
success with Ronnie Fowler's generous donation of one
of his pattern welded knives.
 It's been a great couple months for the NE Region -
November was the Fall Jamboree at the Settlement; the
December meeting was our annual Christmas Party,
generously hosted by Allen & Chole Hardwicke -
definitely always the best meeting of the year.  Not only
is the food and company fantastic, an anvil always seems
to attempt an escape from earth's gravitational forces
(accompanied by a loud noise)!  No anvil has ever
successfully escaped, but the attempt is fairly spectacular
to watch!

We'll see you in February at Steve & Dina
Estenson's shop in Fruitland Park.

Bob Jacoby

NW - December Meeting
The December 12th meeting at Rex Anderson's shop

was a great success. We actually had some cool weather
in the beginning of the month and it was a nice day for
blacksmithing. I had asked everyone to bring things for
the "Iron in the Hat", that were Christmas gifts made from
horseshoes and railroad spikes. I got a great response! A
lot of novel and creative items made it to the table. They
were good for someone looking for gift ideas to make and
were instant Christmas Gifts for lucky raffle winners. I
can't remember them all, I hope someone took pictures.

I also asked for volunteers to come prepared to
demonstrate what they had made and John Boy took me

up on it and showed us how to make the head of a
railroad spike into a Ram's Head.

Lots of good food and fellowship. It put me in a good
mood for the holidays.

The February 13th meeting will be held at Juan
Holbrook’s shop in Gainesville. It's a long trip at 150
miles from Tallahassee (our farthest regular meeting,
I think), but it's well worth the drive. Juan will
provide the meal and demonstration, so all we have to
do is show up and enjoy. Last year Suzy and I made it
into an overnight adventure and I hope we do again. This
is a good chance to carpool with someone and get to
know another member better. Think about it. Don't forget
to bring something for the "Iron in the Hat". Hope to see
you there!

John Pfund

SE -  December Meeting
PLEASE MAKE NOTE, DUE TO SCHEDULING

CONFLICTS WITH THE HOSTING LOCATION, WE
ARE POSTPONING OUR CONFERENCE TO THE
WEEKEND OF MARCH 18th - 20th, 2016.
Hello again everyone and thank you for joining us for
another monthly regional report.  Our December meeting
was held at my shop, Dark Angel Armory & Forge in
Pompano Beach.  In attendance were Ralph Nettles, SE
Region Trustee, Amy McGrotty, Sylvia Andrassy and
myself.  A considerable portion of the meeting focused on
future planning for the SE Region and our upcoming SE
Region Conference.
  On Thursday, December 17th, Sylvia Andrassy, Amy
McGrotty and I demonstrated in Lighthouse Point at a
fundraising event for Vital Flight, a non-profit, all-
volunteer pilot organization, providing medical
transportation to children in need of medical care outside
the local area.  The evening was a tremendous success.
We were able to provide blacksmithing demonstrations to
hundreds of patrons.  We have had numerous inquiries
regarding blacksmithing classes following the event and
received a few commissions.
  I am pleased to announce that Armory Art Center in
West Palm Beach has invited me to teach an Introduction
to Blacksmithing class at their facility on January 30th

and a two day Introduction to Knife Making class,
February 27th and 28th.  I am looking forward to this new
challenge and opportunity with great anticipation and
continue to strive in my efforts to bring more people into
the world of blacksmithing.  More information about
Armory Art Center can be found at their site:
http://www.armoryart.org
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The discussions we were having with Quiet Waters Park
for hosting the SE Region Conference did not bear fruit
and we are currently looking for another centrally located
hosting sight that allows camping on location and is open
to the public.  We are hoping this year’s regional
conference will be bigger, better, and with greater
attendance than any previous year.  We have confirmed
two demonstrators so far, Joel Schwartz of Schwartz’s
Forge and Iron Works formally from upstate New York
will be returning to demonstrate hydraulic forge press
iron work.  Nathan Nettles will be teaching the making of
a chili pepper key chain.  We are searching for a third
demonstrator, preferably someone from outside the SE
Region.  If anyone is interested, please contact me at your
earliest opportunity.  If necessary, my team and I at Dark
Angel Armory & Forge will demonstrate the forging of a
Viking Broad Sword which will be raffled off at the end
of the conference.  The full flyer will be included with
next month’s Clinker Breaker.
  Our February SE Region meeting will be held at my
shop, Dark Angel Armory & Forge in Pompano Beach,
starting at 9 am.  Barring the inclusion of another
demonstrator, we will be working on the design, tooling
and execution for the Viking broad sword.
 We will do a potluck lunch.  Check the Southeast
Region Facebook page to see what other people are
bringing and add your item to the list.
  We will be doing an "Iron in the Hat."  So everyone
please bring any items that you would like to donate. .
The funds raised from Iron in the Hat go towards
supporting the SE Region.

Shaun Williams

SW - February Meeting
February 20 –  NOTE - 3RD SATURDAY
Boy Scout Merit Badge Training
The SW region will assist with the Tampa Boy Scout
Troop 142 training for the Metalwork merit badge.

We will meet at Masonic Park & Youth Camp  18050
US-301, Wimauma, FL 33598.  This is located:     I-75
Exit 224 - 15 miles north east of I-75 on US 301  or I-75
Exit 240 – CR 674 East / US 301 South.

We should meet at 8AM to set up and get organized
for the day.  The basic equipment needed  is 1- a forge;
2 – an anvil;  3 a vise (if you have)  as well as water
bucket, fire tools, tongs and twisting wrench.  Bring an
extra hammer for the scouts.  Coal will be provided.
We will need “many volunteers” so please reserve the
day and come out and help.  Please reply to Jerry Wolfe if
you can help (wolfeforge@hotmail.com / 941 702 1719)
The scouts will be providing lunch (If you want more
snacks – please bring some,  I’ll help you eat them)

We will be teaching Option 4 – Blacksmith  - Each scout
will make a steak turner from ¼” square stock which will
meet the following requirements.

The Metalwork merit Badge Requirements:
Option 4 – Blacksmith

       Using low–carbon steel at least 1/4-inch thick,
  perform the following exercises:
(a) Draw out by forging a taper.
(b) Use the horn of the anvil by forging a U-shaped bend.
(c) Form a decorative twist
(d) Use the edge of the anvil to bend metal by forging an
L-shaped bend.
(e) Design and make a decorative handle
(f) Preserve your work from oxidation.

Jerry Wolfe

Classified

Boss power hammer built
around 1900, 40# head,
new 2 hp. Motor, ready to
go to work. (Jerry Wolfe not included)

   Price.    $2,500.00
Call Stephen Berglund at 906 221
5363 Winter haven, fl.

Baird covered trailer, 4'x6'
price $600.00
Call Stephen Berglund at 906 221

5363 Winter haven, fl.

"Aurora" Drill press 4 speed - single
phase  -runs good-comes with very large
drill press vise and approximately 100
drill bits up to 1 1/2 inches.  $1,100.00
Can buy bits and vise separately $400.00
Drill press by itself - $700.00   Contact
Ray Nager 863-398-4995



Deadline for submissions
to the newsletter is on the
10th of each month

RESPONDING TO MEDICAL EMERGENCIES

Murf, the Editor, asked that I prepare a "Reminder" outline of a basic First Aid course apropos to a
typical gathering of blacksmiths at a typical hammer-in. At first blush his request seemed simple
enough; but as I contemplated an outline, the assignment grew increasingly more complex. And I'm
compelled to repeat an earlier admonishment to every reader of the Clinker Breaker: Please avail
yourself of the formal course in First Aid offered by your local Chapter of the American Red Cross!

Now, with that said, some interim counsel follows:

In the excitement of an emergency, one may be frightened or confused about what to do. STAY
CALM - you can help.

First Check the scene (be sure there is no risk for injury to yourself) and the victim:
      Is victim conscious

Has trouble breathing
Has chest pain or pressure
Is bleeding severely
Has persistent pressure or pain in the abdomen
Is vomiting or passing blood
Has a seizure, severe headache, or slurred speech
Has injuries to head, neck, or back
Has possible broken bones

Second  If any of these are present, call for help - 911

Third   Care for the victim.

EDITOR’S NOTE: Safety is not a new concern for FABA and President John Boy Watson has set the slogan for this
year to be THINK SAFE AND BE SAFE. Skeeter Prather says the advice he gave in this 1997 article is still good.  It
begins by advising you to take a first aid course from your local American Red Cross Chapter.  Until then, take a look
at responses to situations you might encounter in your shop or at a FABA meeting.

David Reddy

Skeeter Prather



The most common medical emergencies one might encounter at a typical gathering of
blacksmiths include bums, soft tissue injuries (bruises, busted fingers, foreign bodies in the skin
or eye) and lacerations.

BURNS:
1. Stop the burning! Remove the victim from source of heat. Put out the flames, if necessary.
2. Cool the bum. Use large amounts of cool water. Apply soaked towels or wet cloth to the face or other areas that cannot be
immersed. (The slack tub is very appropriate for fingers, hand.)
3. Treat the bum: if area is small and skin intact, apply "Foille" (burn ointment) or juice from leaf of Aloe plant to relieve pain.
Do not open blisters. Cover with clean dressing. If skin burned off and underlying tissue also burned, cover with clean cloth,
bandage lightly, and see physician or urgent care center.
BUSTED FINGER:
1. Wash thoroughly with water and soap. Bandage firmly with sterile (if available; or "clean" lacking sterile) dressing.
2. If skin break sizable and there appears to be significant damage to underlying tissue, including cracked or crushed bone refer to
physician or urgent care center for care.
BRUISE:
1. Apply ice or a cold pack to help control pain and swelling. Place a cloth between pack/ice and skin.
2. Elevate injured part to reduce swelling.
FOREIGN BODY IN SKIN: (splinter, metal)
1. Wash skin around site with soap and water, or rubbing alcohol.
2. If object can be grasped with tweezers, so remove it. Apply topical antiseptic (Iodine, Mercurochrome, other)
(A magnet applied to an embedded sliver of steel often is sufficient for removal.)
3. If object cannot be grasped or attracted out by magnet, then sanitize (heat to red color in flame of match or
forge fire) a needle or other sharp point and carefully "dig" out end sufficiently for grasping with tweezers.
Apply antiseptic and bandage.
4. If upon examination it is apparent that the object must be cut out, refer to physician or urgent care center for care.
FOREIGN BODY IN EYE:
1. First, EXERCISE GREAT CARE in deciding a course of first aid care. Slivers of steel can cause significant damage to the
eye; as can sand, sawdust, and dirt. And efforts at removal carry potential for damage. BECAREFUL! With sand, dirt, sawdust
and most everything else the eye will immediately tear (in the body's effort to wash out the irritant) and be painful. Indeed, the
victim may have difficulty opening the eye because light further irritates. NOTE: a speck of steel in the eye typically does not
cause immediate pain and tearing! Yet the victim usually is aware when the steel hits. (In most cases, the piece of steel is hot
when it strikes the eye and the heat 'kills,’ the nerve endings at the site - thus no pain!!) Its some hours later before the victim
knows that injury has occurred.
2. In either instance (i.e., with steel or other foreign body) admonish the victim to refrain from rubbing the eye. If there is any
suggestion that the eyeball has been ruptured or punctured, call 911. Bandage lightly. Or transport victim immediately to nearest
medical care. Watch for shock  during transport.
3. Otherwise, assist victim in washing the eye with water. With victim lying down and head turned pour water into eye, aiming
stream at angle of eye next to the nose. Instruct victim to bat eye lid. In most cases washing is sufficient to solve the problem.
4. If the washing does not dislodge the object then pull back the eyelids and look for it (you old boy-scouters will recall the
match-stick method of rolling back the upper lid). With the comer of a piece of gauze or a clean cloth, carefully tease the object
out of the eye. This technique usually works well with sawdust, sand, dirt and sometimes steel that is not embedded. If imbedded
steel is the culprit, refer victim to physician or urgent care center. (A light bandage to the eye will assist in reducing pain. DO
NOT medicate in any way.)
LACERATIONS:
1. Evaluate severity. Has an artery been cut (is the wound spurting blood)?? If a big artery has been cut (big spurts of blood),
apply firm pressure with sterile dressing or clean cloth and instruct someone to call 91 1. Calmly reassure victim. Have him to lie
quietly and as comfortably as possible. Watch for shock. (If direct pressure doesn't work, apply pressure to nearest "arterial
pressure point" (Take a formal first aid course to learn locations and other critical details for managing severe arterial bleeding!!)
Continue pressure until EMT's arrive and take over.  Small artery bleeding is usually controlled by firm pressure to the wound; as
is simple venous bleeding (no spurting). When bleeding has stopped or for all practical purposes stopped, proceed as follows:
2. Examine wound. If cut is through skin into the underlying tissue and an inch or longer in length, refer to physician for care and
suturing. Bandage appropriately to exclude dirt and control bleeding during transport.
3. If laceration is small and exhibits none of the above criteria, wash the wound and surrounding skin thoroughly with liquid soap
and water. One or more "butterfly sutures" might be applied to hold skin edges together and assist in controlling bleeding.
Bandage with sterile dressing ("Band-aids" usually suffice).



A Word about Shock
Shock is a life-threatening condition! It must be anticipated in all persons who have sustained an injury,
irrespective of severity. Its symptoms include: restlessness or irritability; rapid and weak pulse; rapid
breathing; pale or bluish, cool, moist skin; excessive thirst; nausea and vomiting; drowsiness or loss of
consciousness; drop in blood pressure.
If you observe any evidence of shock, call 911 immediately - irrespective of nature or seeming insignificance of
Injury.

While awaiting arrival of the EMT's:
Care for the primary injury
Reassure the victim
Help victim rest comfortably
Elevate legs about 12 inches (unless head, neck, or back injuries are suspected, or broken bones in hips or legs)
Help victim maintain normal body temperature (provide covering if necessary)
Do not give anything to drink or eat even though victim complains of thirst.

These sketchy little notes must not be construed to substitute for a good course in basic first
aid. It is our hope, though, that they will impart a sense of confidence and a will to act if
you discover yourself a first responder to an adverse happening at a meeting of blacksmiths.
Accidents can and do occur when least expected and at inopportune times. The more life-
threatening events are only alluded to here. It behooves us all to be ready and willing to
respond to a medical emergency whenever and wherever - a life could be saved; possibly
your own. Please take the American Red Cross First Aid course.

The safest rule, though, is to practice and insist upon SAFETY FIRST. Most accidents
really didn't need to happen had we remembered that black iron may be hot, worn eye
protection, remembered that sharp tools cut and exercised care when fingers must be close
to hammer faces in motion.

Skeeter Prather, M.D.

Northwest Region News by Dr. Ed Crane, Northwest Region Coordinator
The Northwest Region held its monthly meeting on Saturday November 9,1996, at the house & forge of Dr. Skeeter Prather. In
attendance were 35 members and guests. It was a cool but beautiful sunshiny day and everyone seemed very interested and
educated by a great knifemaking demonstration by our own FABA president Ray Roberts. This program was especially welcome
because we have had no knifemaking programs in this region for many years. Thanks to Skeeter for arranging this.

Ray first forged a blade and tang from high carbon steel and hollow ground the blade to its final
shape on his belt grinder. The group was greatly interested in the demonstration, and Ray's flair and
demonstrating ability was a large factor. By lunchtime the blade had been essentially finished and
tempered, and the guard had been fashioned from a piece of brass. The handle slabs, shaped from
pieces of horn, had been fitted and epoxied be to a mild steel piece which was shaped to receive the
tang. After lunch the blade/tang was epoxied into the handle completing the assembly and then the final
shaping & polishing completed the project.

To Lou Prather we give many thanks and expressions of gratitude for a great lunch.

After lunch Clyde Payton held a committee meeting regarding the new blacksmith shop at Sam Atkin's Park. The minutes of
this meeting will be found in this issue.

As usual Clyde & Me1 were present with an assortment of tailgate goodies. I wonder what they do with all the dollars they
take in at these meetings?

Speaking of dollars, among the items on the show and tell table was a hammer with a
$1,000,000 price tag on it. It seems it was hand-forged by Bill Robertson, with a handle
perfectly fitted to his hand. I know you're proud of it, Bill, but a million bucks? It didn't
look like it was worth more than half that.

Thanks, Ray, for a great demonstration. We are looking forward to the day when we can have a meeting in your
new shop in Monticello. And thanks again to Skeeter for arranging a great meeting.

Expensive Hammer?



Thanks to Ron Childers for this article on Penetrating Oils.  I
kept the “Ask the Old Fart” article all on my own.  The EditorCLINKER BREAKER
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Rust Never Sleeps...*
Protecting Ironwork for

Outdoor Exposure.

Dietrich Hoecht.

*Hopefully Neil Young does not mind me
using his album title.

The following article discusses principle
and practice of coatings for outdoor exposure
of iron and steel. Therewith the blacksmith
can judge if and how his or her creative work
will survive a long time when exposed to a
corrosive atmosphere.

1. What is rust?
When iron is exposed to water, acid and

oxygen, it gives up electrons and forms
hydrated iron oxide, i.e. with chemically
bound water. That’s the red rust we all know.
It is permeable to air and water, and it also has
undesirable characteristics of expanding
volume. This explains why rust lifts off paint
layers – it self-propagates.

We smiths are also familiar with the other
iron oxide, the gray scale from hot iron
oxidation. It does not have the bound water
content and behaves more benignly than the
red oxide.  In order to prevent rust you must
make a coating to keep acidy water and air
from reaching the metal.

2. Galvanic corrosion
Galvanic corrosion is part of the iron

protection strategy – it is also the chemistry
behind your everyday battery. Two dissimilar
materials (i.e. electrodes, mostly of conductive
metals, but also of carbon) are exposed to
acidy water (the electrolyte) and electrons are
exchanged between them. Between the elec-
trodes the electrolyte connects the electrical
voltage differential and current flows across.
The anodic material, the one from which the
electrons flow, is ultimately oxidized,
disintegrated and consumed in this process.

How and why is galvanic corrosion
important for corrosion protection? Covering
steel, we use a sacrificial layer, which is
corroded and used up as an anode, thereby
delaying the time for attack on the underlying
steel. This layer can be a metallic coating, like
galvanizing, or more often a primer coating
containing metallic particles. With this primer
we build up a protective ‘galvanic layer’
which ultimately will corrode before the steel
substrate.

Fig. 1 illustrates how various metals
exhibit galvanic potential relative to each
other. With reference to steel, the metals listed
above it are protective anodes. The ones
below act as cathodes, i.e. steel acts anodic
and gets corroded, leaving intact any of those

materials listed below it. Of course, we are
interested in the upper, anodic acting metals.

FIG. 1 SHOWS THE RELATIVE GALVANIC POTENTIAL
BETWEEN VARIOUS METALS

3. Paint layers
The paint layer performs two vital tasks. One,
it forms a barrier against water intrusion
toward the underlying steel. Two, it helps
absorb degrading attack from corrosive
chemicals, UV light, abrasion and impact. For
example, a typical military use paint system is
a hard, impervious epoxy layer and a top coat
of polyurethane. The latter withstands
blowing sand, harsh sunshine and wash-down
with chlorine.
Since the paint layer must exclude moisture it
requires two essential properties. One, it
needs to be as thick as possible and two, it
requires a minimal water vapor transmission
(WVT) rate, since water vapor penetrates any
polymer material to some degree. For
example, a solvent based acrylic coat has a
much lower transmission index than a water
based enamel.  The thicker the paint layers are
and the more moisture impervious the
material is, the longer the paint lasts.

FIG. 2 SHOWS HOW COAT THICKNESS AFFECTS WATER
PENETRATION

Theoretically it is best to have a high
gloss top coat instead of a matte one, simply
because rain and moisture are quickly shed. A
matte surface has a certain amount of porosity
and invites anchoring of corrosive chemicals,
mold and algae. However, an iron sculpture
painted in high gloss black tends to look a bit
gaudy, so be judicious in the trade-off for
appearance and paint performance. Stick with
semi-gloss or satin finish.

4. Preparation
We must also understand that paint needs
to anchor itself physically onto the steel body.
Paint will flake off a polished surface. There-
fore the interface should be roughed up by
sanding, wire brushing or sandblasting. Since
any speck of rust has the nasty feature of
including chemically bound water, and since
it self-propagates, it needs to be removed
down to the bare metal. Do not wait more
than a day for applying a primer coat, and do
not delay painting if you expect dew to form a
flash rust overnight. Hard to remove mill
scale can be left in place, since it does not
have the above mentioned water appendix,
like red rust does.

Some paints do not have good edge peel
properties, which has to do with surface
tension of the liquid. Edge peel means the
liquid paint pulls back from sharp edges,
leaving only a thin layer of paint at the sharp
exposed line. It is best to always break sharp
edges, in order to maintain the uniform paint
coverage everywhere. Another precaution:
avoid cavities, metal fold pockets and zones
where rain and condensation can accumulate.
It will forma lingering puddle of briny
corrosive liquid, which will be the first spot
for attack to occur. Drill drainage holes (1/4”
diameter minimum to preclude clogging) or
fill in the cavities, nooks and crannies with
putty (e.g. liquid metal) or paint with Flotrol,
as explained below.

Lastly, if you had grubby or greasy hand
prints distributed all over your creation you
need to clean the ironwork. Otherwise the
paint just won’t stick – a perfect mold release.
Either scrub with water and detergent (quickly
dry afterwards!) or use a solvent, like acetone,
and rub down the works with a soaked rag.

5. A measure of effectiveness
A standard test method for paint system
protection effectiveness has been used for a
long time. It is the 5% salt spray test per
ASTM B117. Ask the paint supplier for test
data. 360 hours in the test chamber is
equivalent to 5 years of seaside exposure
  (Continued next page)

12 The Hammer’s Arc June, 2015.
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Brand New on the Internet,
Educational Steel “WHEEL”

Albin Drzewianowski
This came to me via the ABANA email list: THE
FORGE. The fellow who sent it is an active mem-ber of
the Association for Iron and Steel Technology and
would like to share a free educational device offered by
AIST called the Steel Wheel -
http://apps.aist.org/SteelWheel/index.html. Click
anywhere on the subject "wheel" and you will get a
short explanation of that manufacturing process and a
short video showing the basics. This is brand new so
don't be surprised if it has any bugs in it. Or if it should
disappear.
This arrived in my email in-box just as I was writing up
material for this newsletter. I played with it for a short
time and was quite impressed. The videos I saw were
animations of how steel product is made. It looks like
this covers the modern steel manufacturing process, not
historic. Regardless, lots of good information here.

BGCM newsletter Jan/Feb 2016.
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6. Coating methods
First, let’s examine metallic coatings,
primarily hot dip galvanizing. The molten zinc
actually alloys itself with the iron, which
makes it very durable and lasting for many
decades. For aesthetic reasons we may want to
paint it. However, the galvanizing often forms
a smooth glazed surface, and it should be
lightly ‘brush’ sand blasted to roughen it up
for the paint to physically anchor itself.

A note of caution: if your ironwork has
deep hollow structures, like a pipe, there must
be large openings on both ends of this cavity.
Otherwise the galvanizer will take a cutting
torch and create his own holes to let the liquid
zinc freely flow in and out.
 Other metallic coating, such as plating, is
not readily suitable for the blacksmith’s works.

Powder coatings perform well with
outdoor exposure, even with a single coat,
since they are uniformly anchored on the
substrate and applied thickly. This method
uses an electrical charge applied to your work
piece, while a plastic powder is being sprayed
from a gun and deposited via electrical
attraction. Do-it-yourself kits are available,
which require oilless compressed air and a
drying oven for curing the paint at 375 degrees
F. Harbor Freight, in addition to such a kit,
also sells black epoxy powder. Rachel David
(redmetal.net) applies a graphite based spray
coat (sold in hardwarestores for keeping locks
lubricated) over the powder coat for an
appealing touch. Educate yourself on powder
coating via wikiHOW.

Some may want to seek out a commercial
powder coater, especially for large work. You
may be able to commit the company to a
performance guarantee of a decade or more.

For conventional paint systems we must
recognize two important details. First, painting
with spray cans always gives marginal results.
This has to do with the propellant expansion
when it leaves the nozzle. It chills the spray.
Especially in cool temperature any significant
water vapor in the air will condense and be
deposited onto the work piece, together with
the paint droplets. Not good, since the paint
dries with micro porosity and its integrity is
compromised. Two, we want to have a thick
protective layer (visit Fig. 2) with spray paint-
ing. It is difficult to build up a lot of thickness,
since each successive paint layer must be
limited in thickness per manufacturer’s
instructions. Using a brush-on method is more
suitable towards build-up. Brush painting
allows penetrating of nooks and crannies and
dead-end cavities much better than spray,
since the air flow bounces back out.

If you were to consider either a one-coat
or water based paint you should first check
with the manufacturer for the salt spray rating,
since these paints are inherently not as good as
a build-up of solvent based layers.

One quite successful paint approach has
been practiced by fellow smith Doug Kluender
He uses Flotron, which is available from any
hardware store. It is originally meant as a paint
additive, but it is quite effective by itself, when
deposited and pushed into hidden gaps. One
can either use a brush or oilless compressed air
by blowing the liquid into these cavities.
Flotron lets us form a thick layer between a
primer coat and the finish coats, and it helps to
create a solid outdoor protection with
conventional polymeric paint methods.

 Hopefully you now have an  under-
standing  of the mechanisms and choices for
protecting steel from harsh outdoor exposure.

Doctor Iron Metal Finish
(Doug Henderson’s Metal Finish)

JIM CAROTHERS
Pat Macarty gave the following recipe at
LAMA conference in March 2015.
The metal coating is to protect metal for about
1 year before recoat is required. The finish is
less tacky and attracts less dust.
Ingredients
• 1 Quart Boiled Linseed Oil
• 1 Pint Spar Varnish (used for boat wood
- has UV Protection)
• Golf Ball Size Beeswax
• 1 Quart Turpentine
Directions
Melt beeswax, boiled linseed oil, and Spar
varnish in double boiler – in can.
1.) The double boiler should have water in it.
2.) Place the metal can, with the three
ingredients, in water until all melted.
3.) Once all melted remove from boiler
and add turpentine and stir till all mixed.
Note: makes a little over 2 quarts of metal
Finish.

My notes from the CSMA Conference say
to use an oil based spar varnish and not
to use a urethane product. I found this Grey
Seal product at my local home decorating
center; it is oil based.
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